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Course Evaluation - Lecture series

Name of the course: ..................................................................... 
Dear participant,
this questionnaire will be recognized by a computer. Please mark your answers in the following way: 
For correcting your answer, please fill the wrong answer completely and a bit beyond the circle: 

Questions about the concept of the lecture

Questions about the lecturers: The lecturers ...

General questions about the lecture

completely
correct

mainly
correct partly mainly

incorrect
completely
incorrect

1. The goals of the lecture are transparent.

2. The structure of the lecture is transparent. There is a central theme.

3. The lecture content is based on the students´ prior knowledge.
comple-

tely
correct

mainly
correct partly mainly

incorrect
comple-

tely
incorrect

can-
not

judge

4. The lecture content is coordinated with the content of other lectures within
this module.

way too low too low optimal too high way too
high

5. The amount of material covered in the lecture is:

6. The requirements and difficulty of the subject matter are:

7. The pace of the lecture is:

applies for
all lecturers

applies for
most

lecturers
partly

applies for
few

lecturers
applies for

no lecturers

8. ...make connections between theory and practical applications.

9. ...refer to current research.

10. ...are always ready to answer questions.

11. ...come across as dedicated and enthusiastic in the lectures.

12. ...approache topics criticaally/looks at them from different perspectives.

13. ...speak clearly and inspiring.

14. ...are able to express complicated topics in a clear manner.

15. ...use helpful presentation media (blackboard, powerpoint, slides).

16. ...provide useful materials (handouts, lecture notes, references).

17. What is your reason for attending this lecture?

Attendance in the lecture is mandatory.
Various lectures were offered in the module, I chose this one.
Good reputation of the lecturer(s).
Interest in the subject matter.
The conditions were the most favorable.
Studium generale/ AQUA
Supplemetary course (Ergänzungsbereich)

completely
correct

mainly
correct partly mainly

incorrect
completely
incorrect

18. The lecture motivates me to learn more about the subject matter on my
own.

19. I learn a lot by attending the lecture.

20. Overall, I am satisfied with the lecture.
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Questions about your study habits

 
Comments

Personal Information

Thank you for your participation!
Carried out through the Zentrum für Qualitätsanalyse of TU Dresden - www.tu-dresden.de/zqa

completely
correct

mainly
correct partly mainly

incorrect
completely
incorrect

21. I regularly prepareand/or review the lecture materials.

22. In comparison with other lectures, the effort I put into this lecture is high.

23. I frequently missed the lecture.

What did you like best about the lecture series? What should be improved?

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

Sex:   female   male   no assignment

Degree you are working towards:   Bachelor   Master   Diplom
  Education degree   State Examination (no

Education degree)
  other

Degree program (please provide):

   
   

Semester of this particular degree
program:

  1./2.   3./4.   5./6.   7./8.   9./10.   > 10.
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